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1. INTRODUCTION 
In one of his last published papers, Wedderburn proved the following 
beautiful little theorem, which relates nilpotency of a finite dimensional 
associative alg bra tothat of the lements in abasis for it. A proof of this 
theorem based on Wedderburn’s structure th orem for semisimple Artinian 
rings, aswell as two nice applications of it, can be found in Herstein [4, 
pp. 56-601. 
THEOREM. Let A be a finite dimensional associative algebra over a 
field F. Suppose that A has a basis over F consisting of nilpotent lements. 
Then A itself must be nilpotent. 
Given afinite dimensional Liealgebra L which is a Lie subalgebra of an 
associative alg bra A (possibly infinite dimensional), we can ask what 
results from supposing that L has a basis over F consisting of elements that 
are nilpotent i  the associative alg bra. We cannot conclude that L is nil- 
potent and finite dimensional. In fact, his is rarely the case. For example, 
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if V is the complex Lie algebra with basis f,h, e such that [Zz,f] = -f, 
[h, e] = e, [f, e] = h and A is the algebra Horn V of linear t ansformations 
of I’, then the Lie subalgebra L of A having as basis the three nilpotent 
linear t ansformations 
a, = adf, a, = ad e, a3 = ad B(e) = ad(e +h +f/2), 
a being the automorphism Exp(adf) =Z+adf+ (adf)*/2 ofV, is not 
nilpotent. Ra her, L is the three dimensional simple Lie algebra. Since such 
three dimensional Liealgebras abound in complex semisimple Lialgebras, 
it is hopeless to try to find atrue Lie algebra counterpart of this theorem 
of Wedderburn. 
Nevertheless, we do get the following result, with a much weaker 
hypothesis (wereplace “basis of nilpotent lements” in Wedderburn’s 
theorem by“generating set of nilpotent lements” here) and the conclusion 
that he ring enerated by the radical (maximal solvable ideal) ofL is 
nilpotent. Thisis a very useful result when one needs only this conclusion, 
since Lie algebras satisfying the hypothesis arevery easy to come by. (See, 
for instance, Theorem 6.) The following result is he main theorem of the 
paper. 
THEOREM 8. Let L be a finite dimensional Lie subalgebra of an 
associative algebra A (possibly infinite dimensional) with identity element 1A 
over a field F of characteristic 0. Suppose that L has a Lie algebra 
generating set a,, . . ak consisting of associatively nilpotent lements. Then 
1. the algebra ( L) A,gebra with identity 1,generated byL in A is finite 
dimensional; 
2. the ring (R)Ring enerated bythe radical R of L must be nilpotent. 
We start with theorems on graded algebras nd on the universal 
enveloping al ebra ofL in Sections 2 and 3. This will enable us to prove 
results on finite and infinite dimensional L-modules inSection 4. The first 
of these is the linear version fpart of the main theorem. In Section 5,we 
prove the main theorem for finite dimensional Liealgebras. In Section 6,
we extend the main theorem to infinite dimensional Liealgebras L in the 
case in which L is solvable. 
2. A THEOREM ON FILTERED ALGEBRAS 
Let R be a liltered.algebra over afield F,so R has a filtration 
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of subspaces such that R,R, E R, + s for all r, s 2 0. Let 
Gr(R) = f. 0 R,IR,- I
r=l 
be the associated graded algebra, and let 6 be the mapping from R 
to Gr(R) which sends aE R to 6(a) =a+ R,-, E R,/R,-,, where 
aER,--R,-,. 
Suppose that Gr(R) is commutative. Then for x, y E R, we take rand s 
so that 6(x) ERJR,- i, 6(y) ERJR,- i and get 
WY) = WI d(Y) =d(Y) J(x)= d(YX). 
But then the element xy= yx of Rrfs is actually in R,+,- , , so we can 
deline {x, y} =x~-~x+R,+,-~ER,+,~~/R,+,~~. We can extend {x, y} 
additively so that it is defined for all x, y E Gr(R). Then Gr(R) with the 
product {x, y} (the Poisson bracket) is aLie algebra over F. 
When Gr(R) is of characteristic 0, we have the following theorem. In the 
case where Gr(R) is Noetherian, this theorem isan important special case 
of a theorem of Gabber [l] on left ideals ofR. It is based on the following 
lemma, which is well known. So that our paper stays reasonably self- 
contained, we include a short proof. 
LEMMA. The nil radical ofa commutative algebra A of characteristic 0 is 
mapped into itself by every derivation of A. 
Proof For xn = 0, we have the following forany i: 
nx n- ‘D(x) = 0, 
n(n- 1)x”-*D(x)3=o 
This is clear if i= 1. And, if it is true for i, then it is true for i+ 1: 
O=n...(n-i+ l)[x”-‘(2i- 1) D(x)‘~-‘D~(x) 
+ (n - i) ~“-‘-‘D(x)‘~] 
O=OD(x)=n . ..(n-ii+ 1)[~“-~(2i-l)D(x)~‘-~D~(x) 
+ (n - i) Xn--i-1D(x)2i+1] 
()=n . . . (n-ii)x”-(‘+‘)D(~)*(‘+~)-~. 
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So, it is true for all i. Taking i = n, 0 = n! D(x)‘+‘, which shows that D(x) 
is nilpotent. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a two sided ideal in R, TG’ the corresponding ideal 
of Gr(R), p its radical. Then p is a Lie ideal of Gr(R). 
Proof. In the ring Gr(R)/TG’, the radical isT/T”‘. Since the 
derivation ad 6(r) = (6(r), }maps TG’ into TG’ for any r E R, it induces 
a derivation D of Gr(R)/TG’. By a theorem of A. Seidenberg [6], this 
derivation preserves theradical p/TGr. But then ad 6(r) preserves 
p, that is, {6(r), p) E p. Since this is true for all rE R, we 
conclude that fl is a Lie ideal of Gr(R). 1 
3. A THEOREM ON THE ENVELOPING AWICIATIVE ALGEBRA OF L 
Let L be a finite dimensional Liealgebra over afield F of characteristic 
0 and let U, be the universal enveloping associative alg bra ofL. Let p be 
the canonical m pping from L into UL. If aE L, and T is a left ideal ofU,, 
we say that p(a) is algebraic over T iff(p(a)) E T for some manic polyno- 
mial f(x) over F. 
We now have the following special case of a theorem of Kostant which 
is contained inthe paper of Guillemin, Quillen and Sternberg [3, 
Theorem 8.1, p. 711 on left ideals ofU,. Again, to keep our paper self- 
contained, we now give aproof for this special case. Itis possible that his 
proof also may be known to others. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a two sided ideal of U,. Suppose that L has a 
generating set {a,, .. a,} whose corresponding elements p(a,) in UL are 
algebraic over T. Then T is of finite codimension in U,. 
ProoJ From the natural filtration 
UO,=F 
u;= Uo,+p(L) 
v, = u; . . . u; (r times) 
we get he associated graded algebra 
Gr(U,)= f 0 U>/UL-‘. 
r=l 
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To show that UJT is finite dimensional, it suffices to show that 
Gr( U,)/TG’ is finite dimensional. Since U, is the subring with 1generated 
by the finite dimensional Liealgebra p(L), and since the elements 
p(x) p(y)- p(y) p(x) are of degree 1 for all x, ye L, Gr(U,)/TG’ isacom- 
mutative Noetherian algebra. Since ach ~(a,~) isalgebraic over T, the 
corresponding 6(p(a,)) in Gr(U,) are in fact in p. By Theorem 1, 
{p, p} E p. Since the a, generate he Lie algebra L,this 
implies that 6(p(L)) s ,,6% But then p is the augmentation deal of 
Gr( U,). So, since Gr( U,) is Noetherian, p/T”’ is finite dimensional. 
Since p is the augmentation deal of Gr( U,), this implies that 
Gr( U,)/TG’ is finite dimensional. So, T is of finite codimension n U,. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Let V be an L-module and regard V as a U,-module in 
the usual way. Suppose that L has a generating set {a,, .  .  ak} whose corre- 
sponding elements p(a,) in U, are nilpotent over the annihilator 
T = {t E U, ( t V = O}. Then T is of finite codimension in U,. 
Proof Since T is an ideal, this follows directly from the above 
theorem. m 
4. FINITE AND INFINITE DIMENSIONAL L-MODULES 
Let L be a finite dimensional Liealgebra ofcharacteristic 0, let W be a 
module for L (possibly infinite dimensional), nd let p be the associated 
representation. If every vector inW is contained in afinite dimensional 
submodule, then we say that W is locally finite dimensional. If every vector 
of W is annihilated by some power of a linear t ansformation S, we say 
that S is locally nilpotent. Given this, wenow have 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that L has elements e,, .. . e, which generate L as 
Lie algebra and such that p(et), . .p(e,) are locally nilpotent. Then W is 
locally finite dimensional andthe transformations p(x) with x in the radical 
of L are locally nilpotent. Moreover, if p(el) ,..., p(e,) are nilpotent, then 
p(x) is nilpotent forall x in the radical ofL. 
Proof Since the hypothesis is preserved un er ascent from the ground 
field F to its algebraic closure F’, and since the conclusion s preserved 
under descent from F’ to F, we may assume with no loss of generality that
the ground field F is algebraically losed. 
We may extend p to a representation of theenveloping associative 
algebra U,of L. If W = { 0}, there is nothing toprove, sowe assume that 
W has nonzero elements. Take a nonzero element v EW and let V be the 
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submodule V= ULu. Since u was chosen arbitrarily, if suffices to prove that 
V is finite dimensional and that he transformations p(x) with xin the radi- 
cal of L satisfy Q(x)~ = 0 for some d independent of V. The first assertion 
follows from Corollary 3, since it says that he ideal T, = {t E UL 1 tV= 0) 
is of finite codimension n UL, which implies that Vis of finite dimension. 
In fact, Corollary 3 assures that he ideal T= (t E U, ( t W = 0} is of some 
finite codimension d, so that he dimensions f the submodules U,uare all 
at most d. 
For the second assertion, we proceed asfollows. Since any L-module 
V= U,u is of dimension atmost d, it has a composition series 
v= v, 3 v*3 . . . ,3 v,= (0) 
We consider the irreducible quotient modules 
wi= Vi/Vi+, 
and associated representations pi f r 16 i < n - 1. By Lie’s theorem, there 
is a linear functional li onthe radical R of L such that he Izi weight space 
of Wi as R-module is nonzero. By the proof of Lie’s theorem 
(Humphreys [S]), this weight space is L-stable, so it is all of Wi by 
L-irreducibility. S nce p,(x) is in the Lie algebra generated by the nilpotent 
linear t ansformations p(el), . . p(e,), and since the latter are contained in 
the Lie algebra oftrace 0 linear t ansformations, so is p,(x). But then p,(x) 
has trace 0. Since this trace is a multiple of A,(x), A (x) is 0. Since this is 
true for all i, x is nilpotent a dpi= 0. This is true for all xE R, as we 
set out to prove. 1
When stated for linear Lie algebras over algebraically losed fields of
characteristic 0, the converse ofTheorem 4is also true, aswe show in 
COROLLARY 5. Let L be a finite dimensional linear Lie algebra over an 
algebraically c osed field F of characteristic 0. Then L has locally nilpotent 
elements e,, .  .  e, which generate L as Lie algebra if and only if the under- 
lying vector space is locally finite dimensional andthe radical ofL consists 
of locally nilpotent linear t ansformations. 
ProoJ: One direction s precisely Theorem 4for the given context. For
the other, suppose that he radical N of L consists of nilpotent lements. 
The quotient L/N is a semisimple Li algebra, andwe let T be a Cartan 
subalgebra of a Levi factor S of L, S = C S, be the root space decomposi- 
tion of S with respect toT. Since V is locally finite dimensional, we can 
decompose itas V= C Vb, the weight space decomposition of V with 
respect to T. We then see that ad S, maps V, to Vb+o for all a, b. It follows 
that for a# 0, ad L, consists of locally nilpotent linear t ansformations of 
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Z’. Since S is semisimple with split Cartan decomposition 1 S,, L is 
generated by 
Nu {ad S,)a#Oj 
and therefore by afinite subset thereof. Since this et consists of nilpotent 
elements, we have proved the converse. 1 
Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 cannot be generalized to fields ofcharac- 
teristic p > 0. The proof breaks down over such fields because 
1. Jacobson’s theorem is stated only in characteristic 0 (and, in 
characteristic p, holds only for sufficiently largevalues ofp); 
2. the trace argument inthe proof of Theorem 1works only if p is 
greater than the dimensions f the composition factors of V. 
We now give an example to show that hese difficulties cannot be circum- 
vented. 
EXAMPLE. Let F be a field ofcharcteristic p > 0 and let L be a Lie 
algebra ofthe form L = Ff+ Fh + Fe, where [f, e] = h and h is central. 
Define a representation p: L -+Hom,( V), where V has basis u,,, . .up- 1 
and 
P(f) ui = vi- 1 for l<i<p-1 
dfh=~,-l 
p(e) Vi- I= iu, for l<idp-1 
p(e) up- 1 = 0. 
Then 
P(h) ui=P(S) p(e) ui-P(e) P(f) 0, 
= (i-k 1) vi- iv, 
= u, 
for 16 i<p - 1, and p(h) is the identity. It follows that p(e) and p(f- h) 
are nilpotent, since am is also the identity andf and h commute: 
p(e)” = 0 
p(j--h)P= (p(f)-p(h))P=p(f)P-p(h)p=z-z=O. 
Since [f- h, e] = h, e and f-h generate L. If Theorem 1were true in this 
context, then it would say that p(x) is nilpotent forall xin the radical of 
L, which in this case is L itself. But this is not true if x= h. 
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Following the language ofJacobson [6], asplit Cartan subalgebra of  
Lie algebra L is a Cartan subalgebra L, of L such that L is the direct sum 
of the spaces L,= {XE L 1 (ad h-a(h) I)i x= 0 for all h in Lo for some 
integer i 2 O}. Here, a is in the dual space of Lo and a is called a root and 
L, a root space if L, is nonzero. Theorem 4can be applied asily b way of 
THEOREM 6. Let L, be a split Cartan subalgebra of finite dimensional 
Lie algebra L of characteristic 0, L = C L, the corresponding Cartan 
decomposition of L.Let p be any finite dimensional representation of L. Then 
for any subalgebra M of L generated byany number of elements aken from 
the various L,with anonzero, p(x) is nilpotent forx in the radical ofM. 
Proof This follows directly from Theorem 1as soon as we know that 
p(x) is nilpotent forany x EL,. To see this, wemay first extend the ground 
field tothe algebraic closure. This enables u to take the weight space 
decomposition 
v=c Vb, v,= (DE V](p(h)-b(h))‘v=O for all hEL0 
for some integer i 2 O} 
of the module Vafforded by p with respect to L,,. When V, is nonzero, b 
is a weight. Since p(x)“’ Vt,c Vb+ma and since b + ma is not a weight for 
any b for m sufficiently large, p(x)” =0 for some m. Thus, p(x) is 
nilpotent. 1 
As an instance of this, wenow prove the following theorem, for which 
we know no other proof. 
THEOREM 7. Let L be a finite dimensional Liealgebra ofcharacteristic 0, 
p a finite dimensional representation of L. Then p(x) is nilpotent forall x in 
the radical ofL” = n,?, L’. 
Proof: We may assume with no loss of generality thatL is aLie algebra 
of n x n matrices over F and p is the identity. Letting K be the algebraic 
closure ofF, we adopt he notation that KS denote the span of S over K. 
We then have 
K(L”) = (KL)” 
since L” = L” for any integer for which L” = L”+‘. Since any x in the 
radical of L” is in the radical of (KL)” = K(L”), we may assume with no 
loss of generality that he original ground field F is algebraically losed. 
Since the ground field F is algebraically losed, we can take aCartan 
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decomposition L = x L, for L over F. Let M be the subalgebra of L
generated by the L, for which ais nonzero. Then A4 is an ideal, since it is 
normalized by L0; and the quotient algebra L/M is nilpotent, since L, is 
nilpotent. It follows that L” EM. On the other hand, we have M G L” 
since [L, M] = M. It follows that L” = M. But then the elements ofthe 
radical of L” = M are nilpotent by Theorem 6. 1 
5. A VARIATION OF WEDDERBURN'S THEOREM FOR L 
Theorem 4 on representations of Lie algebras has the following conse- 
quence for Lie subalgebras L ofan associative alg bra A.We get it by 
applying Theorem 4to the left regular representation of A restricted to L.
THEOREM 8. Let L be a finite dimensional Liesubalgebra of an 
associative algebra A (possibly infinite dimensional) withidentity element 1,
over a field F of characteristic 0. Suppose that L has a Lie algebra 
generating set a,, . . ak consisting of associatively nilpotent elements. Then 
1. the algebra ( L)A,pebra with identity 1, generated by L in A is finite 
dimensional; 
2. the ring (R)Ring generated by the radical R of L must be nilpotent. 
ProoJ Let V be A regarded asthe left regular module for A and let p
be the associated representation. By way of p, V is then also aLie algebra 
module for L. Since the a’s are associatively nilpotent lements ofA, the 
p(a)% are nilpotent linear transformations. S , by Theorem 4, the 
L-module V is locally finite dimensional andthe lements ofthe radical R 
act on V as nilpotent linear t ansformations. 
Since (L)Alpebra is the L-submodule of Vgenerated by the finite dimen- 
sional subspace L +Fl, of V, it is finite dimensional by the local finite 
dimensionality of theL-module I’. Letting I be the left regular representa- 
tion of (L)Algebray we may regard J. as a Lie algebra epresentation of L. 
Of course, these representations of ( L)A,gebra and L are both faithful. Since 
the lements ofA(R) are nilpotent, theyall have upper triangular matrices 
with respect toa suitable basis. But then all elements ofthe ring 
(2(R) Ring = A( (R ) Ring) generated by them are also upper triangular. 
Since ;1 is faithful, it follows that he ring (R).ing isnilpotent. 1 
A straightforward application of Theorem 8is 
COROLLARY 9. Let A be a finite dimensional associative alg bra over a
field F of characteristic 0. Suppose that A is generated by nilpotent elements 
al, . . ak. Let L be the Lie subalgebra of A generated by the a’s. Then 
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1. the radical R of L is the intersection of L a d the radical of A; 
2. if S is a Levi factor ofL, so L = S@ R, then A= (S).i~pO 
A<R).ingr where (S ) Ring is a semisimple subalgebra of A and A ( R ) Ring is 
the radical of A. 
Proof Let J be the radical of A. Then A/J has a faithful inite dimen- 
sional completely reducible representation, so that(L + J)/J= L/Jn L does 
as well. Since the radical of (L + J)/J consists of nilpotent lements ofA/J 
by Theorem 8, it follows that L/Jn L is semisimple andJn L is the radical 
R of L. So, J contains A(R).,,,. Since [L, A(R)Ri C A(R).ins and 
A = (L)Ring, A(R)Ring is an ideal of A, which must be contained in J. 
Since L = S + R, it follows that (S) Ring + A (R) Ring is a subring ofA con- 
taining L.Since L generates A, this implies that A = ( S)Ring + A( R).ing. 
Since S is semisimple, ( S)Ring issemisimple since any faithful finite dimen- 
sional (S) Ri,,p-module is S-completely r ducible, hence (S) .,,-completely 
reducible. Since (S)Ring is semisimple andA( R ) Ring is a nilpotent ideal, 
we now have a direct sum A= (S),ingOA(R)Ring. Since A(R).i,,~J 
and A = (S)Ring + J, it follows that A( R).ing is the radical J of A. 1 
6. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS 
For solvable Lialgebras, we do not need to assume that he Lie algebra 
is finite dimensional, as wenow see in Theorem 12 below. First, however, 
we need to prepare the way for its proof. 
DEFINITION. A Lie algebra L is locally finite dimensional if ny finite 
subset of L is contained in afinite dimensional subalgebra of L. And a 
representation p of a Lie algebra L on a vector space V is focally locally 
finite dimensional if or any finite subset S of L and any finite subset T of 
V, V has a finite dimensional subspace W containing T which is mapped 
into itself by p(x) for all XE S. 
By this definition, p is locally locally finite dimensional if nd only if or 
every finite subset S of L the associated mo ule for the Lie algebra 
generated by S is locally finite dimensional as defined inSection 4.Of 
course, locally finite dimensional representations are locally locally finite 
dimensional. 
THEOREM 10. Let L be a solvable Li algebra over afield ofcharac- 
teristic 0, p a representation of L on a vector space V such that p(x) is 
nilpotent for all XE L. Then the Lie algebra L is locally finite dimensional 
and the representation p is locally locally finite dimensional. 
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Proof. Since L is solvable, L(” +‘) = (0) while A= L(“’ is nonzero for 
some integer n.Then A is an Abelian ideal. We prove the theorem by 
induction on . 
If n= 0, then A = L and L is Abelian. In this case, for any finite subset 
S of L and any finite subset T of V, we have: 
1. The span M of S is a finite dimensional subalgebra of L; 
2. If one lets W, be the span of 
{xi,...xi,u~o~r~s,xi~ )...) Xi,ES}, 
where sis sufficiently large, and lets 
w= 1 W”, ccT 
W is a finite dimensional subspace ofV which is mapped into itself by p(x) 
for all xE S. In this argument, itis the nilpotency of the finitely many 
commuting elements of Sthat assures the xistence of a sufficiently larges.
This proves the theorem for n= 0. 
Next, suppose that n B 1 and that he theorem has been proved for n- 1. 
Then A is Abelian and nonzero. We may, with no loss of generality, 
assume that he representation p is the identity, by replacing L by p(L). 
Then the condition of nilpotence of p(x) =x implies the condition of 
nilpotence of adL. We may regard L/A as a Lie algebra ofnilpotent linear 
transformations on A. If we invoke the induction hypothesis, L/A is locally 
finite dimensional andthe L/A-module A is locally locally finite dimen- 
sional. It follows that L is locally finite dimensional as a Lie algebra: 
Any finite subset S of L leads to a subalgebra of L/A with 
basis bi + A, . . b, + A such that S is contained in the 
span of the b’s. Ifone then takes a finite dimensional sub- 
space C of A stabilized by the b’s which as the property 
that [b,, b,] is in the span of C and the b’s for all r, s, 
then S is contained inthe finite dimensional algebra 
spanned by the b’s and C. 
By the local finite dimensionality of L, we may assume, without loss of 
generality, thatL is finite dimensional. E chelement ofA is nilpotent o  
V and the lements of A commute. Itfollows from this that here is a finite 
series 
V= V,IAV= VI=, . . . 3AVn= Vn+l= (0) 
with last nonzero term W = V,,. Since A W= 0, L/A acts on W. Similarly, 
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L/A acts on all of the other quotients V,/V, +i. By induction, it follows 
that he modules VJV,,,, 1 are locally finite dimensional for L/A, hence for 
the action of L that is factored through L/A. That V is a locally finite 
dimensional L-module now follows inthe same way that we showed that 
L is locally finite dimensional since L/A is a locally finite dimensional 
algebra acting onthe locally finite dimensional module A. 1 
Taking the representation p in Theorem 10 to be the adjoint representa- 
tion, weget 
COROLLARY 11. if L is a solvable Li algebra such that ad x is nilpotent 
for all xE L, then L is locally finite dimensional. 
Now we can prove the infinite dimensional version fTheorem 4 for 
solvable Lie algebras. 
THEOREM 12. Let L be a solvable Li algebra, V an L-module, p the 
associated representation. Suppose that for every x E L, p(L) has nilpotent 
elements p(el), . . p(e,) such that the Lie subalgebra generated by
de1 h . . p(e,) contains p(x). Then L and p are both locally finite dimen- 
sional nd p(x) is nilpotent for all XE L. 
Proof Suppose that p(x) is not nilpotent forall xE L. Then we can 
take a counterexample L and representation p of L on V with 
L’“+ ‘) = (O}, L’“‘= A nonzero and n a minimal nonnegative nteger for 
which p(w) is not nilpotent forsome w E L. Having done this, wemay 
replace L by p(L), w by p(w), and p by the identity. 
Note that if XE L is nilpotent, then ad x is also, since it is just he 
difference xr - xR of the two commuting ilpotent transformations xL (left 
translation) and xR(right translation). It follows that he Lie algebra L/A 
with the representation d satisfies th  hypothesis of Theorem 12. By our 
minimality hypothesis, then, it follows that he Lie algebra L/A has the 
property hat ad(x +A) is nilpotent as alinear t ansformation of L/Afor 
all x+ A E L/A. By the same reasoning, applied a second time to a second 
representation, it f llows that L/A has the property hat ad(x +A) is 
nilpotent as linear t ansformation of A defined bythe quations. 
ad(x +A)(b) = [x, b] (bEA) 
for all x+ A E L/A. From this, itfollows that ad x is nilpotent o  L for 
all xE L. So, by Corollary 11,we may conclude that L is locally finite 
dimensional. 
Since the problematic element w which is not nilpotent is in L, our 
hypothesis as ures u that p(L) =L has nilpotent lements e,, .. e, such 
481/144/2-16 
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that he Lie subalgebra generated by e, . . e,, contains w. By the local finite 
dimensionality of L which we have just established, we canassume without 
loss of generality that L is finite dimensional andis generated by e,, .. e,,. 
But then we can apply Theorem 4to get hat all elements ofL are nilpo- 
tent. Since wE L, this contradicts our hypothesis to the contrary that M: is 
not nilpotent. Therefore, we conclude that p(x) is nilpotent forall xin the 
Lie algebra L taken by us at the beginning of this proof. 
Finally, having shown that p(x) is nilpotent forall xE L, we can now 
invoke Theorem 10 to conclude that pis locally finite dimensional. 1 
The above theorem onrepresentations of s lvable Lialgebras L has the 
following consequence forLie subalgebras (possibly infinite dimensional) 
of an associative alg bra A.Following in the footsteps of what we did in 
part of Section 5,we get it by applying the corresponding theorem on 
representations to the left regular representation of A restricted to L. Note 
that the conclusion (1) implies conclusion (2), using Wedderburn’s 
theorem, although weprove (2) instead byinvoking Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 13. Let L be a solvable Lie subalgebra of n associative 
algebra A (possibly infinite dimensional) overafield F of characteristic 0. 
Suppose that L has a Lie algebra generating seta,, . . ak consisting of 
associatively nilpotent elements. Then 
1. the algebra ( L)A,pebra is finite dimensional; 
2. the ring (L)Ring consists of nilpotent elements. 
Proof With no loss in generality, we may assume that A has an 
identity, for otherwise we could adjoin o e. 
Let V be A regarded asthe left regular module for A and and let p be 
the associated r presentation. By way of p, V is then also a Lie algebra 
module for L. Since the a’s are associatively nilpotent lements ofA, the 
p(a)% are nilpotent linear t ansformations. So, by Theorem 10, L and 
the Lie algebra epresentation p of L are locally finite dimensional andthe 
elements p(L) are nilpotent transformations. 
By the local finite dimensionality of p, the elements a,, . . ak I, are 
contained in afinite dimensional L-submodule W of V. There is a unique 
smallest such W, namely the algebra ( L)A,Bebra generated by L. So, the 
finite dimensionality of W = ( L)Algebra p oves (1). 
Since CL > Algebra is finite dimensional, so isL and we may now invoke 
Theorem 8to prove (2), that he lements ofL are nilpotent. 1 
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